The newly formed Vernon County Energy District (VCED) is hiring a County Energy District Organizer.

VCED’s vision is to “retain energy dollars in Vernon County, by promoting the wise and efficient use of energy and encouraging the transition to locally owned and operated renewable energy sources.” We are a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation founded on the 50th anniversary of Earth Day, April 22, 2020.

**County Energy District Organizer:**

VCED is looking for someone who shares our vision. The organizer position is part-time work within Vernon County and we offer a flexible schedule.

**Qualifications:**

The person we hire must have project organization experience and have proven communication skills. We expect this person to be familiar with communicating about energy topics and be supportive of our goal of transforming Vernon County energy to clean and locally-owned and produced sources.

**Skills Desired:**

The Organizer will work with our board members to launch new ideas and perform basic computerized bookkeeping and communications. The person should be experienced in successful grant writing. Familiarity with energy billing and associated terminology such as KWH, BTU, therms, degree days desired.

**Compensation:**

This is a half-time, hourly position, that we plan to grow over time.

please reply to Al Buss, President, at al@heybuss.us with a cover letter and current resume